Business Intelligence

Schedule Your Demo Today
MyMevesiDemo.com

Mevesi enables efficient, data-driven decision-making. Trusted by hundreds of pharmacies,
Mevesi analytics software converts your existing pharmacy system financials and accounting
data into actionable information that will increase revenue, productivity, and profitability.

Unlimited Business Insight
Mevesi helps you maximize your profits by aggregating real-time
metrics from already existing data sources such as prescription, drug
pricing, accounting data, and much more.

Advanced Analytics
Take advantage of custom reports, dashboards, and scorecards
to track and fine-tune your pharmacy’s operations. Compare your
financials by week, month, quarter, or year to determine where you
can grow or improve performance.

Complete Flexibility
Intuitive report building and easy to use tools allow you to select, filter,
compare, visualize, and analyze your aggregated data. Easily identify
areas where you want to increase revenue, productivity, or both.

Decreased Costs
Quickly view your negative and positive margins and locate unpaid
charges. Track high and low volume products for better inventory
control and reduce on-hand inventory with real-time and historical
information.

“You can identify anything
that could be hurting your
productivity or financials with
Mevesi, as well as identify new
avenues of possible revenue and
productivity.”
Rusty Lee, Senior Vice President of Ancillary
Services – CHSGa

Easy Integration
Aggregate data from your existing pharmacy system and accounting
software through pre-built interfaces or an easy to configure recurring
file drop.

Forecasting
Ensure a secure future by forecasting prescription utilizations by
patient, payer, product, or physician. Predict Rx revenue, purchase
orders, new business, organic growth, and make proactive changes.

Schedule Your Demo Today. Learn how Mevesi can help

enhance revenue and productivity. Email us at sales@integragroup.com,
call us at (866) 257-4279, or visit MyMevesiDemo.com.
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Visit the Integra Library today
for in-depth information such
as FAQs, Key Features, and
Customer Testimonials.
MevesiLibrary.com

